Support, Training & Free Resources

®

n Comprehensive Training & Support Coverage
Through our Customer Satisfaction team, we offer numerous complimentary training options, including: context
specific tutorials, guides and outlines on a variety of topics, live Web courses, as well as customized and on-site
trainings. All customers worldwide have access to a toll-free Customer Support line seven days a week and receive
knowledgeable and timely responses to their service inquires via phone, email or the Support Site.

n Industry Leading Support Site & Knowledge Base
All customers have 24x7 online access to the EBSCO Support Site and Knowledge Base. We offer quick
access to over 1,500 continually updated support tools, including: FAQs, User Guides, Help Sheets, Best
Practice Guides, a library of instructive Tutorials, and much more.
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This tool enables library administrators to create a customized search box, which can be placed on any library web
page, to provide users with instant access to the library’s
EBSCOhost resources.
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n Rich guides, resources and tips on funding and marketing
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Information

Support & Training Phone

(800) 758-5995
Fax
(978) 356-6565
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The American
Academy of
Ophthalmology
offers tips on
keeping your eyes protected while
having fun this summer.
Read now
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n Printable communication
tools and promotional
event kits
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Spread the word about your databases and increase usage
through a great suite of free resources:

Address
10 Estes Street
Ipswich, MA 01938 USA
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Support & Training Web

http://support.ebscohost.com
Email
information@ebscohost.com

Web
www.ebscohost.com
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Evidence-Based Health Reports

Health News

Many hospitals provide their patients with these highly trusted full-text health reports on diseases, conditions, injuries and procedures. These reports consist of high-quality, evidence-based information written for the lay person. The
collection consists of thousands of English-language full-text reports. These are topic-based, evidence-based review
articles; original topic-based feature articles; and original content descriptions on conditions and procedures.

• Provides cover-to-cover full text from more than 550 consumer health-related periodicals
• Full text of the UPI (United Press International) English-Language Health Newswire

Alternative Health Sources
• Periodicals
- Nearly 70 active full-text periodicals found in
Alt HealthWatch™, including American Acupuncturist,
American Homeopath, Health & Homeopathy, JOY: The
Journal of Yoga, Massage Magazine, Natural Life, Reiki
News, Today’s Chiropractic Lifestyle, Yoga Journal and
many others
- Full-text pamphlets, booklets and special reports
• Natural & Alternative Treatments™
- Full text of more than 700 evidence-based complementary
medicine reports written for the layperson
• Prescription for Herbal Healing: An Easy-to-Use A-Z Reference
to Hundreds of Common Disorders and Their Herbal Remedies

Health Encyclopedias & Reference Books

Drug & Herb Information

The world’s most comprehensive collection of high-quality consumer health encyclopedias and
reference books is only available through Consumer Health Complete. Most of these hundreds
of full-text sources are exclusive to Consumer Health Complete (i.e., they are not available from
competing databases or via other databases from EBSCO).

All encyclopedias are indexed
by entry, and all reference books
are indexed by chapter. All are
browsable through the Encyclopedias
& Reference Books button.

Consumer Health Complete contains Lexi-PAL Drug Guide, which provides information on 1,300 generic medications, natural products
and vaccines. More than 4,700 brand names are included in the
total of 1,300 generic drug publications. Content within Lexi-PAL
Drug Guide is created specifically for patient education, and the
patient education sheets include the U.S., Canadian and Mexican
brand names.
The Complete Guide to Prescription & Nonprescription Drugs 2010 is
also available in full text via Consumer Health Complete. This key
source has sold more than 2,500,000 copies and contains guidelines to avoid dangerous interactions, plus over 5,000 specific
brand names and 800 generic names.

CHC

Images & Diagrams
Consumer Health Complete contains an impressive and educational
collection of consumer health:
• Photos
• Illustrations
• Diagrams

Videos & Animations

Health Pamphlets
Full text for more than 570 consumer health pamphlets and
leaflets from trusted organizations...

• American Red Cross
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• Food & Drug Administration
• National Cancer Institute
• National Institutes of Health

Consumer Health Complete contains a comprehensive
collection of consumer health videos & animations.
• 248 animations (with audio narration)
• 837 physician-generated videos (with audio narration)
on women’s health, healthy aging, general health and
men’s health
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